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ABSTRACT

With the technological evolution of flying equipment, computing and store capacity we
need to have a new view of the methods of acquisition, storage and archiving data.

HISTORY

For many years, the aircraft industry had acquisition problems, exploitation problems and
storage problems for the data coming from the flight tests of aircraft.
The old technology was such that we could only record sequentially on magnetic tapes.
After we exploited the results by using these tapes. The results were graphs and tables on
paper. All the off-line computing also came from recordings on magnetic tapes. The
objective of efficiency led users to ask to have interactive toolkits to produce the results of
exploitations more quickly. This is possible today because of the development of
computing processing. We had to review the sequential format of data storing, we had to
use the direct access method of data organisation. In the past we used synchronous and
cyclic messages with a fixed organization. Today we must treat messages with a fixed or
variable organization and synchronous or asynchronous or even random messages.



The DASSAULT AVIATION methodology is based on :

• first leading the flight test from the ground by using telemetered information and
processing it with a computer. All applications used for this exploitation are named "real
time".

 
• secondly a post exploitation which uses applications named "off-line".
 
During a real time application it is very important to be able to follow the history of all
information, cycle by cycle. A sequential recording method is very useful for this criteria.
A data block of the sequential organisation contains an exact number of acquisition cycles,
IRIG long cycle, DANIEL cycle or CE83 cycle. This data organization is also very good
for immediate replay or off-line replay.

The off-line

What was the problem ?

For the off-line we had two problems. We had to give users data organizations with
exhaustiveness of information able to give a fast exploitation. We also had to be able to
store bigger and bigger volumes of data without the mass storage of the direct access disc
overflowing. Finally we had to be able to process data from many sources (multi flow).

The storage of the data.

To save the area of disc storage we store data in an as compact organization as possible.
This organization, named BPCM, is able to store the data in its original form. Long cycles
of PCM messages are stored without any processing operation or any validation. This data
organization is able to retain data in a compact form (without using processing
compression software) and without any modification of the original information. With each
BPCM file, we have another file which contains all the rules used to extract and calibrate
the information.

The data organization.

Preliminary remarks

For the off-line exploitation, the user must have all the parameters given by the aircraft in
flight. In most cases there are more parameters than the parameters sent by the aircraft
during the flight period and used in the real time phase.



For each parameter, we must have all the samples with the exact dating of each sample
which sometimes has to be precise to the last microsecond. This is very important for
random data. In some cases it is important to compare results from several aircraft, several
flights or several flight campaigns. We must also be able to use data from many sources :
fighter aircraft, target aircraft, missiles and so on. For these reasons we had to imagine a
new data organization able to integrate the new needs using all new technological
progress.

A few years ago, we created a data organization named FX. This organization was used on
ENCORE and IBM computers. It was able to access the samples of a parameter by using
three levels of indirection and one level of data. Data was in physical values and stored on
four bytes. The dating of the sample was obtained by adding a base time of data block on
eight bytes to a time increment associated to the sample on four bytes. This organization
was limited, the data was only stored on a four byte word and the dating had an increment
of one millisecond.

The FX+ data organization.

When we abandoned computers with owner systems and we began to use the UNIX
computers, we created a new data organization named FX+. This new type of data storage
method on disc space is attached to the file structure of the UNIX system. We cannot use
this data organization on computers which are not equipped with the UNIX system.
The main advantages of this organization are described after.

A greater compactness.

Information is stored after decommutation but in the original form (generally two bytes). In
this case we save half the disc space and we preserve the integrity of the data.
Nevertheless the data can be stored in a standard form. The data processing (recentring,
turn-around, concatenation of bit fields ..) and conversion into a physical value must be
done in the exploitation phase of the process. In the exploitation process this operation is
very easy because of the UNIX workstation CPU power. In graphic process this
calibration is like the scaling process (see the SAINT-EX presentation by M Pureur). In all
cases the data organization contains all information to calibrate each parameter. It is very
easy for partners to exchange files by using this data organization which contains all the
information to process the data.

To reduce the volume of the data, a new concept is introduced. When it is not necessary to
store each sample of a parameter and when the value is the same during a time zone we
can indicate by a flag that only the changes of the data must be stored. We can also use
this concept by eliminating the non-significant bits in all data before testing the variation.



The dating of each parameter uses a coded relative time in a two bytes integer. With this
coding we save half the disc space. In the exploitation of the data the real time is
calculated and this is transparent for the user because of the velocity of the computer.

Doing so we obtain a very large gain of disc space keeping direct access to the data. The
great velocity of the modern computer is very interesting in this case.

The FX+ organisation preserves the integrity of data because the real binary state of the
information is stored. If there is later a change in the processing or in the calibration of the
data there is no problem.

Storage and dating of various kinds of data.

The data architecture may accept information of various lengths. It is possible to store
information like DANIEL areas, PCM cycles, RADAR maps etc... In the organization
there are technical blocks. They contain the length of the information and the dating unit.
In most cases we use the millisecond for dating but we can use the nanosecond without
loss of resolution if the time is less than one day.

When we compute parameters after the initialization of the data organization, we can store
them as integer, short integer, character or IEEE float on four or eight bytes if great
precision is necessary. In the technical blocks of the data organization we can also find, for
each parameter, the physical unit and (optional) the realistic minimum and maximum value.
We personalize the coding and the dating of the sample, parameter by parameter.

Direct access.

The FX+ organization is very optimized and is built to be implemented in the UNIX
environment by using the input/output interface of the UNIX file access to permit direct
access. We use all the power of the UNIX file administrator and all the possibilities of the
different levels of the tree like structure of UNIX directories.

UNIX is based on the use of files, it has many efficient tools to handle these files. In the
UNIX world we chose to compact the sample and dating of each parameter in its own
independant file organization.

We created a directory named FX+ with subdirectories for the different aircrafts. In each
subdirectory we found one subdirectory for each flight number. In the directory of the
flight number there is a subdirectory for each parameter.



When we write the full access path of a parameter using the tree like structure described
above we have all the information of the origin of the parameter.

In the name of the parameter you can find in fact the proper name and the PCM message
which delivered the parameter . For each parameter we have a text associated file which
contains the description of the parameter by using keywords. When the parameter is
primary (not a part of another), it is associated with six types of FX+ files which describe
and receive all the information. There is :

• a file which describes all the time zones for which we can access the parameter
 
• a file which contains the name of all the secondary parameters attached to this

parameter
 
• a file which contains all the actions done on this parameter
 
• for each time zone a subdirectory with an indexation file used for direct access to the

file of values and the dating file.

FX+ and multimessages, multiflights and multiaircraft.

At the beginning the FX+ organization was created for one aircraft, one flight and one
PCM message. In the organization, parameters were stored for particular time areas.
So we can complete this organization in many ways. We can add new parameters which
are in the same PCM message but we can also add parameters from other PCM messages.
We can also add a new time zone not initially introduced in the organization. At any time
we can add new parameters and new time zones.
When we want to compare information coming from various aircraft and flights we use all
the possibilities of the UNIX file system.

FX+ and the users.

Many users can access this organization at the same time. Data is stored once and can be
accessed by everybody even during updating. It is possible to protect reading access for a
part of the files. The writing on an external media (optical disc, magnetic tape ...) can be
selective.



CONCLUSION

This organization is modern, powerful and economical. Data of various formats can be
handled.

Different sources of information can be multiplexed. Data transfer updating is very easy.

It is well adapted to network and data servers.

It is the best complement to interactif tracing tools such as SAINT-EX. Such a
combination allows the user to be more efficient.


